

***
This letter was written with the Russian orthography used before the language reform of the 1918:
It uses ‘Ϊ’, ‘i’, ‘ъ’ , etc..
Ϊосифъ – Йосиф - Joseph

“милый, дорогой” – lovely, darling, dear

This letter is written in very emotional, excited manner; 
the author uses long sentences with lots of commas; 
sometimes sentences are incomplete, as if he was in a rush to say a lot … 

Nankin = Nanjing








White – White émigré , The White movement –
Russians who were in opposition to Red, Bolshevik, communist population…

Russian Fascist 
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from Ϊoseph to Peter
January 14, 1928
Shanghai

My darling, dear Peten’ka,

Every time your letters evoke feelings of joy both in me and Anya. It seems that you evoke similar feelings in Anya and me, which allows me to address you as darling and dear. Don't think that you are darling and dear just because it is a technical way to start a letter to you, you are truly very dear both for me and for Anya.  You are not a relative by blood but we are related in spirit and I must tell you this makes us close to each other even in these days. When I received your second letter, in that very evening I wrote already a reply, and this response I was carrying until the third letter from you arrived and the day before yesterday the fourth one. I did that not to test, if I will get more letters from you, but I was bonded to respond to your question: "should you come back here or not”. You are surprised, but here is what was going on: you must know already that in Shanghai, Canton, Nankin and in general in all cities in southern China, 
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where Bolsheviks were active – they were all driven out, consulates were closed and even some consuls and vice-consuls were executed and their citizens were evicted within a seven day deadline: so this scum, beneath our very eyes, was moving back to Vladivostok.  Russian White population was expecting the break with Bolsheviks and Chang Tso-lin , all were so "electrified" that began to organize demonstrations.  As the result of those demonstrations White immigrants - in the one year anniversary of soviet power, when the Soviet consulate was ready to celebrate their Jubilee - attacked the consulate, ordered to turn off all electricity, and instead of the planned ball, a shooting began from the consulate against the demonstrators, as a result of which six people were wounded.  The news about this like electricity spread all over Shanghai and to its remote corners, and like meteors appeared on automobiles Russian Fascists with firearms. But to stop them all the roads were blocked by the city militia, which was afraid of bloody massacre in the center of the city and near such a luxurious huge hotel like Astor House,
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which is situated across the Soviet consulate. One of the wounded died and at his funeral and grave gathered all the White immigration.  The coffin of the perished man was carried in a defile (parade) from Settlement and French Police, and wounded were covered with flowers and with money, collected by us; the wounded were put into better medical facilities, so no one else would die. All foreigners, no matter of what nationality, were on the side of the Whites and after 7 – 6 days there were no Bolsheviks in Shanghai and their consulate retreated to Vladivostok. The occupation of the consulate building was taken upon German Consuls, who played in favor of Bolsheviks and of whom everyone is very angry. Everyone was sure that there will be announced a war between Soviet Russia and England, but at this moment everything is calming down, but in my head crawl very gloomy thoughts. Fate is volatile, and politics are dark; and it seems that politics have the reverse language, and now the doubts creep in me, which insistently tells me: ' Ϊoseph, as long as it is not too late, gather your strength and quickly collect your stuff and get out'.  And if I gather myself then, dear Peten’ka, I won't go anywhere else but to you.  That is the final decision.  I am summarizing it all and everything is directed 
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towards $2000 for the necessary road expenses. They should be gathered by September 1928, I think by that time will be completely clarified the political climate of our situation here, and with the slightest political fluctuations I will head on to you, Peten’ka. But how happy would we be if we could see your family with you.  Under  those circumstances I would be as satisfied as you would be. In such life as we have, how could there be any satisfaction.  Where to get the energy which makes miracles, but we are for the miracles...we won't rush but a piece of bread and a peaceful life must be our cornerstone. At least we are alive and even healthy, all except Anya who is squeaking as of old, but still working.  She is also intending to leave to you, and that is why I think this dream is more real than before. Regarding your request for your friend – I will immediately send him a letter or a package.  Everything you are asking, Anya and I know, the letter has already been sent.  Thank you for your care and efforts on my account.  Your letters I am keeping in a fireproof safe-box together with my valuables, I keep them for the departure in case there won't be an official visa.  
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I am kissing you strongly and shaking your hand.
Bowing from Anya and Maria Alexeyevna, who started to feel ill and who, it seems, is getting ill like Lydia. 
I don't know how to repay them and untie myself.

Life and time will show.  I can't predict anything ahead.  Let it be the way fate decides. 

Yours,

Ϊoseph 


Regarding "pansies" - I have to summarize for you that after a thorough check it appeared that the biggest pansies are English from London, company “Sutton and Sons” or Carter Ltd. so they should be ordered from England. You should tell your friend that, if the seeds of pansies should spend the winter in Shanghai, they will lose their strength and won't get big.  The best nursery in Shanghai suggests ordering seeds of big pansies from London from the above mentioned companies.  This nursery informed me, that the best peonies are from Holland.  Best green peas are American and best pansies English.  If he still wants pansies from China, he should wait until the Chinese spring, after which will be gathered fresh seeds of pansies specifically at my request, and those I will be able to send by June or August of this year.

Kissing you strongly.

Ϊoseph 
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